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Brown Rudnick's Revoked Offers Likely To Catch On
By Andrew Strickler

Law360, New York (April 15, 2014,  8:53 PM ET)  -- Law firms struggling with dwindling profits may follow
Brown Rudnick LLP's lead and return to the recession-era cost-cutting play of rescinding associate job offers,
experts say.

While most of BigLaw posted solid, if not spectacular, year-end figures, a significant number of firms also had
middling or decreased per-lawyer profits in 2013, providing a strong incentive to make difficult personnel and
cost-cutting decisions.

With last year’s receivables in, the first quarter of the year past, and the clock ticking on moves that will make a
discernable impact on year-end numbers, many firm leaders are already seeing the writing on the wall for
2014.

“I wouldn’t be surprised if other firms rescind offers this year,” said legal consultant Kent Zimmermann of
Zeughauser Group. “Many firms are at a point in their year when they’re looking ahead to see what the
financial result will be like, and they’re trimming sails and making course corrections.”

A small but significant minority of BigLaw firms, Zimmermann said, have been weakened by ongoing slow
demand growth and pricing pressure, among other issues.

Meanwhile, the ongoing problem of too many lawyers for too little work has been exacerbated by more
corporate clients insisting that junior associates don’t bill on their matters.

“Clients just don’t value junior associates as much as they used to, and some of them don’t want to pay for
them, so it stands to reason that firms are hiring fewer of them,” Zimmermann said.

On Monday, Brown Rudnick leaders confirmed that they’d rescinded job offers to 10 of its 23 incoming
associates because the firm was unable to provide sufficient work and training opportunities for the group.

Lower demand for legal services overall as well as clients’ sinking interest in first-year associates staffing their
matters, also played into the decision, the firm said. Most of the incoming associates affected were set to join
the firm’s Boston headquarters and the firm's approximately 50-lawyer New York City office.

Brown Rudnick saw its profits per partner drop in 2012 by nearly 5 percent, bringing them to $1.17 million,
according to data compiled by the American Lawyer. CEO and management committee chairman Joseph Ryan
did not respond to messages Monday and Tuesday.

The move sent the fledgling lawyers back onto a job market where about 40 percent of the law school class of
2013 have not landed full-time legal jobs, and at a stage in the elongated BigLaw hiring cycle in which virtually
every fall associate slot has long been filled. 
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The affected associates were offered transition payment, outplacement assistance, references and
reimbursement for bar review courses, the firm said. 

William Cobb of Cobb Consulting said that the Brown Rudnick move may have been the result of pressure from
partners who saw incomes fall last year and viewed an incoming associate class as a diluting agent rather than
a profit center. 

“You’re talking about 10 people at $150,000 or so a pop, that’s a lot of money that they then project into next
year,” he said. “And if you’ve got partners thinking things aren’t going to improve any, even into 2015, and
they're bringing in all these people with all their huge insurance costs ... that’s where the push and shove
happens.”

James Leipold, executive director of the National Association for Law Placement, called associate offer
revocations a rarity since the crisis years of 2009 and 2010 but said they were unsurprising this year, given the
wide disparity in firms' financial performance in 2013.

NALP’s upcoming associate hiring report is largely in line with data released this month by the American Bar
Association showing 57 percent of the class of 2013 landed full-time permanent legal jobs, up less than a
percent from 2012, he said.

But the picture isn't entirely bleak, he said: Among in-house counsel, there has been some recent softening in
attitudes toward young associates appearing on law firm bills, which could translate to better job security
among firm associates.

“The feeling is more like, training can’t happen on our dime, but of course we’ll pay for them as part of a mix,”
Leipold said.

Still, the tension between client desires and junior associates was apparent last week at an in-house counsel
conference last week at New York Law School, where Richard K. DeScherer, chief legal and compliance officer
for Bloomberg LP, said his department has a blanket prohibition against any first- or second-year associates
working on their matters.

“We don’t want it, we won’t have it, and we won’t pay for it,” DeScherer said.

So far, such attitudes toward associates haven’t translated to associate pay cuts in major firms, which last year
held the status quo of $160,000, according to the most recent NALP data.

But Dan DiPietro, chairman of the law firm group at Citi Private Bank, said the legal industry’s overcapacity
problem worsened in 2013, and that pricing pressure is particularly strong on rates for junior associates.

Nevertheless, DiPietro doesn’t expect job offer cancelations to be the main driver of head count cuts this year.

“My guess is we won’t see a proliferation of this kind of thing, but more [reductions] on a lawyer-by-lawyer level
... that don’t necessarily grab headlines,” he said.

--Editing by Kat Laskowski.


